
The food retail scale that keeps staff focused on service 
and you connected to the future.

H O B A R T  H T s  S C A L E



>  The HTs comes equipped 
with a full-service Help 
menu in addition to operator 
and supervisor training 
videos. 

H O B A R T  H T s  S C A L E

>  >  >

A lot of innovation for the dollar. 

The challenge for any retail operation is to implement the latest technology at the most 

advantageous price point. Meet the Hobart HTs scale, delivering the next generation 

of features and functionality, the highest levels of performance and reliability, all at an 

unexpectedly low price.

Advanced touch-screen operation that’s simple. The 10.1" touch-screen operator display 

brings simple “swiping” and “drag and drop” functionality that has been shown to improve 

operator speed and accuracy. The two screen options of the HTs enable the most frequent 

operations together with the greatest flexibility in programming options.

New levels of customization, control and speed. The highly intuitive screen options 

significantly reduce the number of keys an operator needs to use to finish transactions.          

The result is that the HTs is capable of being one of the fastest scales you can operate while 

enabling screen customization by department and individual scale.

The main screen enables customization 
by departments and other variables. 
Flexible features include a keypad that can 
be static or collapsed, text fields that can 
be hidden and flashkeys that can populate 
open areas.

By swiping to the left, you gain 
access to the right side of the screen. 
This screen contains additional 
information on a specific item, such 
as frequent-shopper pricing, labels, 
graphics, recipes and nutritional data.

Possible center screen  
design option.

> A scale so  
 intelligent and  
 advanced, it 
 makes easy so 
 much easier.



>  >  >

>  A high-resolution customer 
display offers additional 
interaction opportunities 
with consumers. Perfect 
for conveying the most 
up-to-date promotions 
and specials.

....
A long history of customer support.

Built-in wired network. Key to the speed and flexibility of the HTs is its superior 

communications flexibility enabled by its standard wired network connection.  

Optional wireless connection is available. 

Unprecedented speed. For many, the biggest difference when working with the HTs is 

the near-instantaneous completion of any task requested. Simple searches for a PLU, for 

example, deliver responses many times faster than other systems that are not equipped 

with the same processing power.

Promoting. Training. Improving. While the latest features of the HTs are designed 

to enhance your customers’ in-store experience, they are also designed to improve the 

efficiency of employee on-boarding by enabling more training right at the scale.

 • A brilliant 7" customer-facing display is the perfect tool for drawing attention to 

your latest specials, in-store events and other promotions.

 • Instill loyalty and reinforce your brand with images and slideshows.  

Engage customers with cooking tips and recipes.

 • The HTs comes equipped with specific use training videos and can also be 

uploaded with other content that helps improve communication and training in 

other areas.

Reduce service costs. Improved remote diagnostics mean you and your staff are in a much 

better position to get answers faster when operational issues come up. The alert icons built 

into the interface mean you’re immediately aware of any issues and have more in-depth 

information that can often prevent the need for an in-person service call.

>  Legendary for its reliability, 
the Hobart printer 
features an 8 dots/mm 
printhead that enables 
more effective graphics 
printing. Accepting labels 
up to 9.5" in length, label 
stock is compatible with all 
Hobart scales.

> Additional alerts and 
warnings immediately 
notify operators of 
planogram updates, 
food recalls, as well 
as printer and network 
connection issues. 
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Accomplishing tomorrow’s initiatives. The real measure of value is how well a product serves your needs today 

while continuing to meet those needs as your business grows and evolves. With its intuitive, innovative interface, 

fast processor and generous storage capacity, the Hobart HTs is designed to remain a powerful business partner 

long into the future.

Your #1 supporter. Hobart, where equipment and service join together in support of 

you. Hobart makes a full line of equipment for the foodservice and food retail industries, including 

cooking, food machines, weigh wrap, warewashers and Traulsen refrigeration. We support our customers 

when and where it counts the most. In the field, at your place. With nearly 200 locations and 1,700 factory-

trained service representatives across the country, we’re always close by to install, maintain and service your 

equipment. If that’s the kind of support network you’ve been looking for, contact your Hobart representative 

today by calling 888-4HOBART.


